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interesting and sometimes sensitive materials from a wide range of
accessible archival and personal sources but this book could not have
been written and it is this reviewers opinion that it would not have
been undertaken if the authors had not also had access to a large
amount of material copied by a person or persons unknown at least
to me from files to which access is restricted much of the copying
probably took place in connection with the production of the authorized
BYU histories but the provenance of some of the post 1976 items is
a mystery

restrictions on access to information are hard to enforce in a free
society as recent spy trials remind us but those who generate private
documents are entitled to limit their use unlike the no holds
barred standards of expose journalism the canons of historical
professionalism recognize and respect this entitlement

brigham young university A house offaithof faith is an important book
because it confronts us with this standard of scholarship because it
reinforces our skepticism about commemorative histories because it
throws light despite its digressions and ad hominesshominemsadhominemsbomihominewsnems on the special
problems of revealed truth versus academic truth and because it
demonstrates that the fate of BYU has always been in the hands of
trustees administrators teachers and students whose shared desire to
serve god does not always generate unanimity on how to run a
university
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the study of womens history has blossomed during the past two
decades and the result has been the production of several outstanding
works on the subject covered wagon women is one of the latest
contributions to this growing field of investigation it is a useful work
that makes available to historian and buff alike several fascinating letters
and diaries written by women involved in the westward movement of
the 1840s the editor kenneth L holmes and the publisher the
arthur H clark company have undertaken an ambitious project and
once completed the proposed ten volumes in this series will certainly
serve as a benchmark in this fields historiography
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the material presented in this first volume has been arranged by
the editor into twelve chapters with entries by fourteen women these
accounts are representative rather than exhaustive however there are
important documents discussing the experiences of several intelligent
and articulate women on the oregon california santa fe and mormon
trails the editor chose his documents well they are all primary
resources written at the time of the incidents described or immediately
thereafter more important holmes did not reprint commonly used
diaries I1 was pleasantly surprised that susan magoffinsgoffinsMa diary of her
trip to santa fe in 1846 was not included in the collection it is an
outstanding diary but readily available elsewhere instead holmes
scoured the nations archives and libraries and solicited copies of
documents from individuals to assemble what should be considered
an exemplary collection of manuscripts

holmess editorial work is also outstanding he allows the
individual writers to tell their own story without correcting grammar
punctuation and syntax he adds moreover useful annotations
providing additional background information about key personalities
and events without overeditingoverediting certainly no easy task judging from
the number of edited works that suffer from this defect

readers ofofbyustudiesBYU studies will no doubt be most interested in the
attention given to mormon women during the westward trek to utah
holmes includes as a major piece within the collection a diary of patty
bartlett sessions dated 21 june 1847 through 26 september 1847
the original located in the historical department of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints has been well used by scholars
investigating the mormon trek to utah the role of women in the church
and in western history and the development of medical treatment
but its publication for a wider audience is most welcome

while covered wagon women is a fine book of lasting historical
value it could have been made better with additional work forfurlur instance
the editor chose to omit both a bibliography and an index opting for
the issuance of a cumulative bibliography and index with the publication
of the tenth volume of the series this decision will of course make
the volume less usable by researchers in the interim additionally
holmes is inconsistent in his editorial work he is at his best in his
treatment of the diary of patty sessions first it has an excellent
introduction that draws heavily upon the research of such leaders in
the study of mormon women on the frontier as leonard J arrington
and maureen ursenbach beecher second it includes a useful dramatisdiamatisdramatis
personae briefly describing characters mentioned in the diary finally
holmes attaches a solid bibliography pointing the direction for further
study in contrast holmes s editing of other diaries and letters possesses
nothing approaching the depth of scholarship he demonstrates in his
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work on sessions most other entries contain only a cursory introduction
and none has either a description of characters or bibliography it would
have been commendable had holmes been able to bring to the other
accounts in this volume the fine editorial work he displays in his work
on the sessions diary

in spite of these shortcomings kenneth L holmes has compiled
a well balanced enjoyable book that should be of interest to all readers
concerned with the study of women the frontier movement and
mormonism this type of documentary history although until recent
years considered somewhat esoteric should be encouraged for it can
open entirely new avenues of investigation when handled by skilled
historians
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I1 read A comanswomans choices twice once with my scholarly eyes looking
for every error because I1 always got better grades on my book reviews in
graduate school when I1 was critical rather than complimentary of a book
then I1 studied the book with my spiritual eyes as somerset maugham
suggests as quoted by elaine shaw sorensen to gain intellectual
and moral stimulus he explains one soon tires of a book that does
not make him feel now and then like getting up and walking the floor
under the impulse of some larger vision of truth 19

not all the articles satisfied my scholarly and spiritual appetites only
some led me to some larger vision of truth I1 enjoyed carolyn rasmuss

the gift and power of the holy ghost because she told her
experiences with mormonism in a lively style so it was not just one
more conversion story joann ottley s A musical stewardship
teacher of life was a delightful story of how one couple juggled two
music careers and a family life eileen gibbons kump painted a
beautiful picture of enjoying life in the bread and milk of living
I1 enjoyed reading eleanor knowlessknodlessKnowless the scriptures A personal
odyssey in which she explained the publication of the new latter day
saint scriptures however my favorite essay was sharon L staplessaplesssnaplessSt

stress A matter of choice she gave a balanced definition of stress
and how to deal with it which got me walking the floor other than
the stress article I1 enjoyed the personal essays the most the authors


